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ON BOREL MAPPINGS AND BAIRE FUNCTIONS
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R. W. HANSELL
ABSTRACT. This paper studies conditions under which classes of Borel mappings (i.e.,
mappings such that the inverse image of open sets are Borel sets) coincide with certain
classes of Baire functions (i.e., functions which belong to the smallest family containing the
continuous functions and closed with respect to pointwise limits). Generalizations of the
classical Lebesgue-Hausdorffand Banach theorems are obtained for the class of mappings
which we call "o-discrete". These results are then applied to the problem of extending Borel
mappings over Borel sets, and generalizations of the theorems of Lavrentiev and Kuratowski are obtained.

1. Introduction. Let X be a topological space and Y a metric space. By the
family of Baire functions from I to y [7, p. 294] (also called the analytically
representable functions [9, p. 392]) we mean the smallest family of mappings^)
from X to Y containing the continuous mappings, and closed with respect to
pointwise limits of sequences of mappings belonging to it. We resolve this family
into Baire classes d>a= $a(X, Y), for 0 < a < ux (co, =

first uncountable

ordinal), by defining
3>0= family of all continuous mappings, and
% = family of all limits of pointwise convergent sequences of mappings from
U^<a^(« > 0).
By a Borel measurable mapping of class a (0 < a < co,) we mean a mapping
/: X -* Y such that f~l(G) is a Borel set of additive class a in A"whenever G is
an open set in Y (see §2 below).

Now, it can be shown (see (5) of §2 below) that the Baire functions of class $„
are Borel (measurable) mappings of class a, respectively a + 1, according as a is
a finite or infinite ordinal. The object of the present paper is to determine under
what general conditions the converse is true. Results of this type would be
potentially useful in establishing properties of Borel mappings by transfinite
induction over the class of the mapping, beginning with the usually amenable
case of continuous mappings.
However, as it turns out, to require that the Borel mappings of class 1 be
representable as limits of continuous mappings is exceptionally strong, and
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imposes heavy restrictions on the range space Y.(2)The classical result in this
regard is the following:
Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem (see [9, p. 393]). If Y is the closed unit interval I
(or, more generally, if Y = Im where m is any cardinal < N0), then the class $„
coincides with the family of Borel mappings of class a, respectively a + 1, according
as a is finite or infinite.

Here, the domain space X is assumed to be metrisable; but this can be
weakened to the assumption that X be perfectly normal [9, p. 133], since the key
ingredient for the exceptional case when a = 1 is that Y have the "extension
property" [8, p. 34] with respect to X (i.e., every continuous mapping defined on
a closed subset of X into Y can be extended continuously over all of A*).And, for
any normal space X, the space Im has the extension property as a consequence
of the theorem of Tietze.
In §5 below (Theorem 8) we prove a generalization of the Lebesgue-Hausdorff
theorem, showing that the theorem continues to hold when Y is any metric space
having the extension property for X, provided we assume the mappings are "adiscrete" (see §3 for the definition of this). The a-discrete mappings were
introduced in [5] for the class of metrisable spaces, where we showed they play a
fundamental role in the theory of Borel measurable mappings for nonseparable
metric spaces. In §3 below we extend the definition to include general topological
spaces; and we generalize some of the basic properties of a-discrete mappings
proven in [5]. This makes possible the above generalization (and another to be
discussed).
The exceptional case when a = 1 (requiring that Y have the extension
property for A*)can be circumvented, as was done by Banach in [2], merely by
starting with the Borel maps of class 1. That is, we redefine the analytically
representable functions by the classes í>* = «^(A*, Y), now with 1 < a < ux,
where

4>f = family of all Borel maps of class 1, and
<ï>*= family of all limits of pointwise convergent sequences of mappings from

U/<«*J(a> OAgain, it can be shown that the mappings belonging to the family $* are Borel
mappings of class a, respectively a + 1, depending on whether a is finite or
infinite; and we seek conditions under which the converse is true. The classical
result in this case is the following:
Banach Theorem ([2]; see also [9, p. 394]). Let X and Y be metric spaces, and
assume that Y is also separable. Then the class 0* coincides with the family of Borel
mappings of class a, respectively a + 1, according as a is finite or infinite.
(2) For example, if Y is the two point discrete space {0,1}, then the characteristic function of a
single point of the space of real numbers is a Borel mapping of class 1, but it is not the limit of any
convergent sequence of continuous mappings (with values in Y); cf. [9, Remark on p. 391].
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Banach's proof of this theorem (see [2]) is given in the format of a sequence of
eight lemmas (Hilfssätzen), almost all of which employ a separate use of the
separability of Y. Using the basic properties of a-discrete mappings and some
auxiliary lemmas of our own, we show that Banach's proof can be generalized
(for the class of a-discrete mappings) to the case when Y is an arbitrary metric
space and A' is a topological space such that each open set is an Fa set (i.e., a
union of countably many closed sets). (See Theorem 7 of §5 below.)
The paper concludes with some applications of the above results to the
problem of extending Borel mappings over Borel sets, and, in particular, we
obtain a generalization of the theorem of Lavrentiev (Theorem 10 of §6).

2. Borel sets and Borel mappings. If A"is a topological space, we recall that the
77ore7sets of X comprise the smallest family of subsets of X containing the open
(or closed) sets, and closed under the operations of complementation and
countable unions. The Borel sets of X are classified as C7asets or 7*;sets (a < co,)
as follows:
G0 = family of all open sets;
Ga+X= family of all unions (respectively intersections) of countable collections
of sets from Ga when a is odd (respectively even);
Gx = family of all unions of countable collections of sets from [Ja<xGa, X a
limit ordinal; and
Fa = family of all complements (with respect to X) of sets belonging to Ga.

The following fact is well-known [4, p. 133].
(1) If X has the property that G0 C Fx (i.e., the open sets are F„ sets; or
equivalently, the closed sets are Gs sets), then Fa C Ga+XC Fa+2, for every
a < co,, and U{Fa) = U {c7a}is exactly the family of Borel sets of X.
Throughout this paper, all topological spaces are assumed to satisfy the property
G0 C Fx; for example, this holds when the space is metrisable or, more generally,
perfectly normal.

We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let {Ud \ d E D) be a family of disjoint open subsets of a space X. If

Bd C Udis of class Ga in X for each d E D, then U Bd(d E D) is also of class Ga
in X. (Cf. [9, p. 358, Theorem 1].)
Proof. For the class G0 the lemma states a familiar property of open sets. Thus
assume the lemma holds for all ordinals < a, for some countable ordinal a > 0.
We first suppose that a = ß + 1, for some ordinal ß. Then, assuming the
hypothesis as stated, we have either (i) Bd = Uf»,^
or (ii) Bd = (XLxBdn,
where each Bd„ is of class Gß; and in the latter case we may assume also that
Bdn C Ud for each d E D. By the inductive hypothesis, each of the sets
77„■ Udei)77dnis of class Gß. But clearly UdBDBd= D^LXB„in the case of (i)
above, and L)deDBd= n"=,77„ similarly in the case of (ii), due to the fact that
the family [Ud] is disjoint. Hence, the stated conclusion follows in the case when
a is a nonlimit ordinal.
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On the other hand, if a is a limit ordinal, we can choose ordinals ax < a2
< • • • so that a = sup{a„}. Then, each Bd can be written as a union of a
countable family {Bdn)where each Bdnis class Gan.Consequently, UdeDBd„ is of
class Gan,by the inductive hypothesis, and

d£D

n=ldeD

as required.
The lemma now follows by transfinite induction. (See Lemma 2 of §3 below
for the corresponding property for sets of class Fa.)
If B C X is of class Ga when a is even, or of class Fa when a is odd, then B is
said to be of additive class a in X. Similarly, if B E Fa when a is even, or B E Ga
when a is odd, then B is of multiplicative class a. The sets of additive (respectively
multiplicative) class a are closed with respect to unions (respectively intersections) of countable families. A subset which is both of additive and multiplicative
class a (in X) is said to be of ambiguous class a. Note that the members of Ga or
Fa are of ambiguous class ß for all ß > a by (1) above.
Let X and Y be topological spaces (satisfying G0 C Fx) and /: X -* Y a
mapping. We call / a Borel mapping of class a (or simply a mapping of class a) if

for every open set G C Y, f~x (G ) is of additive class a in A*(equivalently, for
every closed set F C Y,f~x(F) is of multiplicative class a in X). The following
properties of Borel mappings are well-known (see either [9] or [4]).
(2) / is of class 0 iff/ is continuous.
(3) The maps of class a are also of class ß for all ß > a.

(4) If /is of class a, g of class ß and/ ° g is defined, then/ ° g is of class a + ß.
Of particular importance to the present paper is the following theorem on
limits of sequences of Borel mappings (see [4, p. 135]; cf. also [9, p. 386]).
(5) Let A be a topological space, Y a metric space, and let /: X -» Y(n
= 1,2, • • • ) be a sequence of mappings.
(i) If each / is of class a and f„-*f uniformly, then / is of class a.
(ii) If each/ is of class a and/ -> fpointwise, then/is of class a + 1.
3. Fully discrete families and a-discrete mappings. Let A be a topological space.
A family ÇBof subsets of X is discrete (relative to X) if X can be covered by open
sets each having a nonvoid intersection with at most one member of <$>.The
family $ will be called fully discrete if there exists a discrete collection {UB}of
open sets in X such that B C UBfor each ¿el
Spaces for which all discrete
families are fully discrete are called collectionwise normal by Bing [3]. All
paracompact Hausdorff (hence all metrisable) spaces have this property.

We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let {Bd \d E D) be a discrete family of sets of class Fa in a space X.

Then U Bd(d E D) is also of class Fa in X.
The proof of Lemma 2 differs in no essential way from that of Lemma 1: The
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case when a = 0 is a familiar property of discrete families of closed sets (see e.g.
[3]), and (for example) in the case when a — ß + 1 we can replace the family
{Ud}of Lemma 1 with the family {Bd}of closures of the sets Bd (recall that {Bd}
is discrete whenever {Bd) is [3]). The details are omitted.
Lemmas 1 and 2 combine to give us the following useful fact, the proof of
which is clear.
Lemma 3. If{Bd \ d E D) is a fully discrete family of sets of class Fa (respectively
Ga) in a space X, then \JBd(d E D) is of the same class in X.

A family ® of subsets of a space X is said to be a base for the mapping
/: X -* Y if, for every open set G C Y, f~x(G) is a union of sets from ©. A
mapping/: X -* Y is said to be a-discrete if it has a base Q>= (Jf=x% where
each ®„ is fully discrete (we will call such a family "a-fully discrete").
The concept of a a-discrete mapping was first introduced in [5] where we
showed it plays a fundamental role in the theory of Borel mappings. A
substantial part of the classical theory of Borel mappings, previously known only
for separable metric spaces, was extended to general metric spaces in [5] for the
class of a-discrete mappings. And the present paper is essentially a continuation
of that study. It is not difficult to see [5, §3.2] that every mapping whose range
has a countable base (hence every map with a separable metric range) is adiscrete, and every continuous mapping with a metrisable range or domain is odiscrete. Moreover, it was shown in [5, Theorem 3] that every Borel mapping
defined on an analytic (hence any Borel) subset of a complete metric space into
a metrisable space is a-discrete. Hence the family of a-discrete mappings
constitute a rather extensive class of mappings. We now show that several of the
basic properties of a-discrete mappings proven in [5] for metric spaces, and which
are fundamental for the results which follow, continue to hold for general
topological spaces.
Proposition 1. The composite of two a-discrete mappings is a-discrete.

The proof in [5, §3.2 item (4)] can be used verbatim here; one needs only to
replace the reference to collectionwise normality by the defining property of a
fully discrete family.
Proposition 2. Let X be a topological space, Y a metrisable space andf: X -» Y
a mapping. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that f be a-discrete and of class
a is that f have a a-fully discrete base of sets of additive class a in X.
Moreover for a > 0, we can replace "additive class a" by "ambiguous class a".
This continues to hold in the case a = 0 wheneverX is metrisable and 0-dimensional.

That the condition is sufficient follows from Lemma 3 and the properties of a
base. To prove that the condition is necessary we can use the proof for the special
case when X is metrisable given in [5, Lemma 10 (3.4)] (see also Theorem 3 of [5] ),
since it depends only on the extension to general spaces of one basic fact.
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Namely, if F C G C X where F is of multiplicative class a > 0 and G is of
additive class a, then there exists a set ZC of ambiguous class a such that
F C K C G. This is a special case of a general "separation theorem" which we
prove below (Theorem 2, §4).
Proposition 3. Let X, Y, and Z be topological spaces. Given mappings f: X -* Y
and g: X —*Z which are a-discrete, the "complex" mapping h: X -» YXZ, defined
by h(x) = (f(x), g(x))for x E X, is also o-discrete.
Proof. Let % = \Jn^>nand 6 = UmSmbe bases for/and g respectively, where
$„ and Gmare fully discrete families for n, m = 1, 2, • • •. Define &„mto be the
family of all sets of the form B O C where B E % and C e Cm. It is easy to
check that each &nmis fully discrete. Thus it suffices to show that each set of the
form hrx(Vx W) is a union of sets from \Jn¡m&„m,where V and W are open

subsets of Y and Z respectively. Now h~x(VX W) = f'x(V) D g~'(W0> and
/-'(H = U„ U% and g->(W) = UmUS; for some % C a, and Q!mC Sm,
by the property of a base. Hence, if we let

&'„m= {BnC\BE%

and C £ e;},

then we have h~x(V X W) = U„,„&'nm,proving that U„,m(£nmis a o-fully discrete

base for h (since the sets F x If are a base for the open sets of Y X Z).
Corollary 1. If, in addition, fand g are of class a, and both Y and Z are metrisable,

then h is of class a.
Proof. For we may take, by Proposition 2 (since Y X Z is now metrisable), the
members of ®„ and Gmto be of additive class a, and from this it follows that the
members of &nmare of additive class a. Since Un¡m&„m
is a a-fully discrete base
for h, another application of Proposition 2 shows that h is of class o.
Remark. Note that if /: X -» Y and g: X -* Y are of class a, where Y is
metrisable and d is a metric for Y, and r is some positive number, then

[x E X | </(/(*),*(*)) < r)

is of multiplicative class a in A by Corollary 1 and (2) and (3) of §2 (recalling
that d is a continuous mapping on Y X Y).

4. A general reduction and separation theorem for Borel sets. In this section we
prove generalizations of the standard "reduction" and "separation" theorems for
sequences of Borel sets of additive and multiplicative classes (see [9, Theorems 1

and 2, p. 350]) A family $Bof sets will be called a base for a family S if each
member of S can be expressed as a union of members of $.
Theorem 1 (Reduction theorem). Let X be a topological space and {Ga\ a E I]
a collection of subsets of X having a o-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class
a (in X). Then there exists a collection {Ha \ a E 1} of disjoint sets, having a o-fully
discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a, such that
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U Ha = as.1
U Gtt.

ael

In addition, if X = Uae¡Ga, then the sets Ha are themselves of ambiguous class a in

X.
Proof. By the hypothesis, there exist fully discrete collections {B^ \ d E D„)(n
= 1,2, • • • ) of sets of ambiguous class a in A"such that, for each a G 7, we have

(0

Ga= n=\deDm
G U 77^

for suitable Dan C D„. We now define

(2)

B*nd
= Bnd-Um=ldeD„
U 77w.

Since U/e^TL^ is of ambiguous class a by Lemma 3 of §3, it follows that each
77*¿is of ambiguous class a, since these sets form a field. Also, B*d n 77*;,= 0
whenever (n,d) =£ (m,b) (this is clear in the case when n = m and d ¥= b, since
then 77^ n Bmb= 0, and the other case follows immediately from the construction).

Now let 7 be well ordered by some relation. We define, for each a E I,
(3) Ha = U"=i UdeDa,{B*d| a is the least element of I such that 77^ C Ga).
The sets Ha are disjoint, for 77a D 77a. ¥= 0 implies 77a D 77a. D some B*d,since

the sets B*d are disjoint, and this can happen only if a = a' by (3). Moreover,
since B*d C Bnd,it is evident that the collection {77*¿| d E Dn,n = 1,2, • • •} is a
(disjoint) a-fully discrete base for {Ha \ a El).
It remains only to show that (Ja€:1Ga C \JaB,Ha, since Ha C Ga is obvious

from (3). Thus, let x E Ga be given and note that, by (1), there exists a minimal
value for n such that x belongs to UdEDmBnd.Consequently, x belongs to some
B*d C Ga by (2). Letting b denote the least element in 7 such that 77*¿C Gb, it
follows that x E Hb. Hence Ua<E[Ga= Uae/77a.
Since the collection {Ha \ a E 1} has a a-fully discrete base of sets of
ambiguous class a, the union of every subcollection is of additive class a. Thus,
if A = Uae/Ga, then 77a and X - Ha = UHa.(a' E I, a' ¥= a) are both of
additive class a; consequently 77ais of ambiguous class a in X.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
As in the standard case, we can use the above reduction theorem to deduce the
following separation theorem.(Cf. [9, p. 350].)

Theorem 2 (Separation theorem). Let X be a topological space, and let
{Fa | a E 1} be a collection of subset ofX such that P\aSIFa = 0 and the collection
{X - Fa | a G 7} has a a-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a. Then there
exist sets Ka(a G 7) of ambiguous class a in X such that Ka D Fa, (~)aeiKa = 0,
and (A — Ka \ a E 1} has a a-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a.

In particular, if F is of multiplicative class a and G is of additive class a where
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a > 0 and F C G, then there exists a set K of ambiguous class a such that
F C K C G. This continues to hold in the case a = 0 provided X is metrisable and

0-dimensional.
Proof. We apply the reduction theorem to the family of sets Ga — X
— Fa (a E I), and then put Ka = X — Ha (in the notation of Theorem 1) for each
a E I. Also, since UaeIGa = X — C\aBlFa = X, the sets Ha, and hence Ka, are of
ambiguous class a. Moreover, since we have Ha C Ga and Uae/ Ha = Uae/ Ga

= X, and X - Ka = Ha, it follows that Ka D Fa, C\ae,Ka = 0, and the family
{X — Ka\ a E I] has a a-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a.

To prove the particular case, assume F and G have the stated properties and
observe that the sets F and X — G are then disjoint, and their complements
X — F and G, as sets of additive class a > 0, can each be written as a union of
countably many sets of ambiguous class a (see [9, Theorem 1, p. 347]). Thus,
{X — F, G } has a a-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a. If, in addition,
X is metrisable and 0-dimensional, then the same is true in the case when a = 0,
since X will have a a-discrete base (for the topology) of sets which are both open
and closed (i.e., of ambiguous class 0). In either case, the above theorem applies
and there exists a set K of ambiguous class a in A* such that K D F and
K n (A —G) = 0. The theorem is thus proved.
A basic result which we need for the proof of one of our main theorems is the
following proposition on sets of ambiguous class a. Its proof can be based (in
part) on the above general separation theorem (cf. [9, Theorem 1, p 355]) or
deduced directly from a general lemma of set theory (see [9, Lemma, p. 356]). In
any case, the details can be found in [9, §30, IX].
Proposition 4. If B is a set of ambiguous class a > 1 in a space X, then there
exists a sequence of sets Bn of ambiguous classes < a in X such that

b = £)(Bn n Bn+Xn •••) = r\iB„ u b„+x u •••)•
«=i
«=i
Moreover, if a = X + 1 where X is a limit ordinal, then the classes for the sets Bn

can be taken to be < X.
Further, if X is metrisable and 0-dimensional, then the result is also valid for

a = 1.
5. Analytic representation of Borel mappings. The main results of this paper are
proven in this section (Theorems 7 and 8 below). The preliminary theorems
(Theorems 3 through 6) are essentially generalizations of Banach's key lemmas
in [2], although they may also be of some independent interest.
Theorem 3. Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space, and let f. X -* Y be
a Borel mapping of class a > 0. //, in addition, f is a-discrete then f is the uniform
limit of a sequence of o-discrete mappings f„ : X -» Y, each of class a, such that the
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range f„(X) is metrically discrete^) and contained in f(X) (n = 1,2, • • • ).
Furthermore, if X is metrisable and ^-dimensional, then the theorem is also valid

for a = 0.
Remark. In the case when Y is separable (in which case the reference to "adiscrete" mappings is superfluous) the theorem is known and due to Banach [2,
Hilfssatz 4]. The present theorem answers a question of Kuratowski [11, p. 545]
for the class of a-discrete mappings, and thus whenever A is an absolutely
analytic metric space by [5, Theorem 3, p. 160].
Whether or not the reference to a-discrete mappings is superfluous in general
remains an open question.
Proof. For each n = 1, 2, • • •, let {y„d \ d E D„) be a maximal 1/n-discrete
subset of/(A); and set Vnd= {y E Y\ p(y,y„d) < 1/n}, where p is a fixed metric
for Y. Then, evidently, A = U{/_1(^) \d E Dn) for each n. Since / is adiscrete and of class a, it follows that / and hence each of the families
{f~x{Kd) I d E D„], has a a-fully discrete base of sets of ambiguous class a in A"
by Proposition 2 (§3). By the reduction theorem (Theorem 1) there exist disjoint
sets H„d C /"'(*£</)(^ G Dn) such that [H^ \ d E Dn) has a a-fully discrete base
of sets of ambiguous class a. Hence, for each n — 1, 2, • • •, we can define a
mapping/: A ->/(A) by the rule/(je) = y„¡ iff x E H„d.The properties of the
sets H„djust mentioned, when translated into properties of/, say that/ is well
defined, a-discrete and of class a. Moreover, /(A)(=
[ynd\d E D„)) is 1/ndiscrete and contained in/(A).
It remains only to show that/is the uniform limit of the sequence {/}. But,
for any x E X, we have p(f(x),fn(x))

< \/n, since fn(x) = y„¿ implies x E Hnd

Cf~x(Vnd); i.e., that p(f(x),y„d) < l/n. It follows that the convergence is
uniform, and this completes the proof of the theorem.
We now show that the mappings / in the above theorem are themselves
pointwise limits of sequences of a-discrete Borel mappings of lower class.

Theorem 4. Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space, and let f: X -> Y be
a Borel mapping of class a > 1 such that the range off is discrete. If, in addition, f
is a-discret.e, then f is the (pointwise) limit of a sequence of a-discrete mappings
f„ : X —*Y, each of class < a and taking its values in /(A). Also, if a = X + 1,
where X is a limit ordinal, then these mappings can be made to be of classes < X.
Further, if X is metrisable and ^-dimensional, then the theorem is also valid for

a = 1.
Remark. In the case when Y is separable, the theorem is due to Banach [2,
Hilfssatz 5], and our proof is to a large extent a generalization of his.
Whether or not the theorem remains true without the reference to a-discrete
mappings is unknown.

Proof. Let /(A) = {yd \ d E D) and note that the collection {f~x(yd) \ d
(3) A subset E of Y is said to be metrically discrete, relative to a given metric p for Y, if for some
e > 0 we have p(x,y) > e for each pair of distinct points x, y e E (in which case we say that E is
e-discrete).
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e Z)} has a o-fully discrete base <$>= WS>m(m = 1,2, • • • ), where each %mis a
fully discrete collection of sets of ambiguous class a (by Proposition 2). It follows
that each Bm = U {B \ B E ®m and B C some f~x(yd)} is of ambiguous class a
in A (by Lemma 3), and that X = \J%=xBm.Hence, by Proposition 4, there exist
sequences of sets B"m(n= 1,2, • • • ) each of some ambiguous class a„m < a [resp.

< X, if a = X + 1] such that

(i)

Bm= »1=1
¡j(B"m niT'n-)-

r\(B"m u B»m+X
u • • •).

fl=l

Also, since <3Jm
is fully discrete, we can find open sets UB Z) B such that the
collection {UB\ B E ®m}is discrete for each m = 1, 2, • • •.
Now, given x E X = U^=xBm, there exists some m such that x E Bm and
x & Bpforp = 1, • • •, m — 1. Hence, by (1), there exists an index n(m) such that
x E Bß1")fl Ä^m)+1D • • •, and also indices nip), for p = 1, • • •, m - 1, such

that x e Bfà U Zi;W+1U • • •. Thus, for all n > nil), «(2), • • •, n(m), we have

(2)

xEBI-VbI.

With this in mind, we select a point^0 e /(A*) arbitrarily and define mappings

fH:X-*f(X)(n>

1) as follows:

Case 1. If x belongs to B"m— U"~\Bp for some n~> m > 1, then define

/(■*) = yd iff f°r some B E <$>m,
x E UB and 0 # Zi C /_1(ä)- Otherwise,
define /„(jc) = y0.
Case 2. If x belongs to A - U;z',ß;, then define fn(x) = j0.
The mappings/ are well defined in Case 1, since the sets UB are disjoint for
B E <Sim
and 0 =£ B C /"'(a) f°r at most one d E D. Moreover, by (2) above,
given x E X there exists an m and N > m such that x E Bnm- U™=Í Z?£for all
n > N; and (since x E Bm by (1)) there exists a B E 9>msuch that x e B
C /"'(a)
for some d E D. Consequently, fix) = yd = f(x) for every n > N,
and so the sequence/ converges pointwise to/. Thus it remains only to show that
each/ is a-discrete and of class < a. But the collections {UB n (Z?¡¡,- U™r'Z?£)|

Zi <2$J,

for m = 1, 2, •••,«-

1, and {A - U;"1,^} are evidently fully

discrete, and hence constitute a a-fully discrete base for / (n = 2,3, • • • ) as can
easily be seen from the defining conditions for this mapping and the fact that
{yd | d E D) is discrete. Moreover, since B"mis of ambiguous class <xmn
< a, the
sets making up this base for / are all of ambiguous class (additive class in the
case when ct = 1) a„ = max(anm | m = 1,2, • • • ,n - 1} < a [resp. < X, if a
= X + 1]. It follows by Proposition 2 that/ is of class < a.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
We now prove a lemma which paves the way for showing that the "double

sequence" obtained when Theorems 3 and 4 are combined, can be reduced to a
single sequence having the required properties.
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Lemma 4. Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space, and /, gn: X
-» Y (n = 1,2, • • • ) two convergent sequences of a-discrete mappings of classes < a,
each having a discrete range, with pointwise limits f and g respectively. Further,
suppose c is a number satisfying p(f(x),g(x)) < efor all x in A, where p is a metric
for Y. Then there exists a sequence of a-discrete mappings h„ : X -» Y of classes
< a, each having a discrete range C f„(X) U g„(X), such that g is the pointwise

limit of {h„) and p(hn(x),fn(x))< c for all x in X. (Cf. [2, Hilfssatz 6] and [9,
Theorem 5, p. 389].)
Proof. Let d„ : X -* YX y be the complex mapping with coordinates/ and g„,
and let pn = p ° dn; hence, pn(x) = p(f„(x),gn(x)) for each x E X. Since dn is adiscrete and of class < a (§3, Proposition 3) and p is continuous on YX Y, it
follows that p„ is a-discrete and of class < a (Proposition 1 and (4) of §2).

Therefore, since/(A)
esis, the set

X g„(A) is discrete, which follows easily from the hypoth-

A„ = {x E X | p(fn(x),gn(x)) < c)

is of ambiguous class < a in X, as the inverse image under d„ of a subset of
Z(A)xg„(A).
Accordingly, we define hn(x) = g„(x) if x belongs to An, and
h„(x) = f„(x) otherwise. Since A„ is of ambiguous class < a and g„ \ A„ and
/ | X —An are both of class < a, it follows easily that h„ is of class < a.
Moreover, it is clear that h„ is a-discrete (by intersecting a a-discrete base for gn
and/ with the sets A„ and A - An respectively), and that p(hn(x),fn(x)) < c for
each x in X. Finally, for a given x E X, we may choose an m sufficiently large
so that p(g„(x),fn(x)) < c for all n > m; that is, such that h„(x) = gn(x) for all
n > m. It follows that lim hn(x) = lim gn(x) = g(x), thus completing the proof

of the lemma.
We now show that the a-discrete Borel mappings of class a > 1 are members
of the "Banach" class $>*(respectively $*_,) whenever a is a finite or limit ordinal
(respectively an infinite nonlimit ordinal).
Theorem 5. Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space, and let f. X -* Y be
a Borel mapping of class a > 1 which is a-discrete. Then fis the (pointwise) limit of
a sequence of a-discrete mappings f„ : X —*Y of classes < a, such that each has a
discrete range contained in the range off. Further, if a = X 4- 1, where X is a limit
ordinal, then these mappings can be taken to be of classes < X.
Moreover, the theorem is also valid in the case a = 1 whenever Theorem 4 holds
for a = 1; hence, in particular, when X is metrisable and ^-dimensional.

Remark. We remark that the proof for the case when Y is separable can now
be used verbatim (see e.g. [9, p. 390]), since it depends only on the preceding
generalizations. However, we include it here for the sake of completeness.
Proof. By Theorem 3, / is the uniform limit of a sequence {/,} of a-discrete
mappings of class a each with a discrete range c /(A); and we may assume that
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(1)

p(/m+i(*),/«(*))

< 2-m

for each x E X (by replacing, if necessary, the given sequence by a suitable
subsequence). By Theorem 4, each/, is the pointwise limit of a sequence {/,„} of
a-discrete mappings of classes < a [resp. < X] each having a discrete range

Cfm(X).
By induction on m we now define a double sequence of a-discrete mappings
h„„ each of class <a [resp. < X] and having a discrete range Cfmn(X)
U /m+i,„(A) C f(X), such that lim h^x) - /m(x) and piA^x),*,„(*))
< 2~"
for all x in X.
We take Aln = /„ for n = 1, 2, • • •. Then, assuming the sequence {hmn}has

been defined with the desired properties, we obtain the m + 1 sequence by
applying the preceding lemma to the convergent sequences hmn-* fm and
fm+\,n-*X.+i (m the roles of/ ->/and g„ -* g, respectively), and with c = 2~m
(in view of (1)). The induction is then complete, and the proof will be complete

if we can show that/is the pointwise limit of {h„„}.
Given x in X and e > 0, we can choose m so that 2_m+1< e and pifmix),fix))
< e. Accordingly, we can find N > m such that pihmnix),fmix)) < e whenever

n > N. It follows that for n > N we have
Pih„nix),fix))

< piha„ix),hn_u(x))

+ • • • + p(hm+u(x),hm„(x))

+ PÍhmnix),fmix))+ PÍfmix),fix))
< (2-"+1 + • • • + 2~m) + e + e < 3e,

proving the desired convergence.
The only case left to treat to obtain an analogue of Theorem 5 for the Baire
classes i>„is the case when o = 1 and Y has the extension property for X (see
§ 1). We now prove this important theorem.
Theorem 6. Let X be a topological space, Y a metric space having the extension
property for X, and let f: X -* Y be a Borel mapping of class 1. If, in addition, f is
a-discrete, then f is the limit of a sequence of continuous mappings from X to Y.

Proof. In view of the second part of Theorem 5, it is enough to prove the
present theorem under the additional hypothesis that f(X) is discrete. Let

/CO = {yd I d E D), and let <S>
= UmiBm
be a base for/ where %mis a fully
discrete collection of F„sets in X for each m (the existence of such a base being
a consequence of Proposition 2, §3). For each B in $ we write B = W^LXFB„
where FBnis closed in X and FBn C FBn+xfor each n. Then, for each m = 1, 2, • • •,
we let Fmn= U {FBn\ B E ®m, and B C some/-' (yd)}. Since «m is fully discrete,
it follows that each Fmnis closed in X by Lemma 3; and we have Fm„ C Fmn+X
for

each n. Moreover, since the sets f~x(yd) are open and cover X, we have
X = Ö Fmn(m,n = 1,2, • • • ) by the properties of a base.
We now construct continuous mappings /: U^xFm„ -* Y(n = 1,2, • • • ) by
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defining f„(x) = yd iff x E FBnC f~l(yd) for some 77 G U¡U,$m. Continuity
follows from the fact that the collections {FBn\ B G Sm and B C somtf~x(yd)),
for m = 1, 2, • • •, n, form a locally-finite base of closed sets for/; and hence the
inverse image of every set under/ is closed.
By hypothesis, each / has a continuous (hence also a-discrete) extension /* to
all of A. The proof will be complete if we can show that f(x) = lim /* (x) for
each x in A. But, given x G A, there exists mQand nQsuch that x G Fmo„o,
and so
x E Fmo„for all n > n0, since the sequence {7^,on}is increasing. Consequently, for
all n > both m0 and nQwe have x E {J„=xFm„,and thus/*(.*) = f„(x) = f(x);
hence f(x) = lim /* (x). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. Theorem 6 provides an alternate proof of Theorem 5 in the case when
A is metrisable and 0-dimensional. For, by a theorem of Stone [12, Theorem 3',
p. 8], every closed subset of A is a retract of A, so any Y would have the extension

property for A.
We are now in a position to give our main theorems, which are generalizations
of the Banach and Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorems cited in the introduction of this
paper. We begin with the generalization of Banach's theorem [2].
Theorem 7. Let X be a topological space and Y a metric space, and let 2 denote
the family of all a-discrete mappings from X to Y. Then the family 2 n d>*coincides
with the family of all a-discrete Borel mappings of class a, respectively a + 1,
according as a is finite or infinite (1 < a < co,).
In particular, if X is an absolutely analytic metric space, then the theorem is true
with the references to a-discrete mappings omitted.

Proof. We have already noted (see §1 and (5) of §2) that each member of
2 fl $* is a a-discrete Borel mapping of class a, respectively a + 1, according as
a is finite or infinite. On the other hand, the a-discrete Borel mappings of class 1
from A to y are, by definition, the members of 2 n $*. Thus, proceeding
inductively, suppose we have shown that every a-discrete Borel mapping of class
ß, respectively of class ß + 1, belongs to the family 2 n $* for all finite ordinals,
respectively infinite ordinals, ß < a. There are two cases to consider:
(i) a = X, where X is a limit ordinal. Let / be a a-discrete Borel map of class
X + 1. Then, by Theorem 5,/is the limit of a sequence of a-discrete mappings/
of classes ßn < X; and we may assume that each ß„ is a nonlimit ordinal. By the

inductive hypothesis, each/ belongs to 2 D $£(« = 1,2, • • • ), and so/belongs

to 2 n $* (by definition).
(ii) a = X + m, where X is a limit ordinal (resp. X = 0) and m = 1, 2, • • •
(resp. m = 2, 3, • • • ). If /is a a-discrete Borel mapping of class X + m + 1 (resp.
m), then, again by Theorem 5, / is the limit of a sequence of a-discrete mappings
/ of class X + m (resp. m - I). Again, by the inductive hypothesis, each

X G 2 n $*+m_,and so/ G 2 n $*+m(Xa limit ordinal or X = 0).
All that remains is to check the particular case when A is an absolutely analytic
metric space. But this follows immediately upon observing that, for such spaces
A, all Borel mappings are a-discrete [5, Theorem 3].
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We now can prove the following generalized Lebesgue-Hausdorff theorem (cf.

§1).
Theorem 8. Let X be a topological space and Y a metric space having the
extension property for A (§1), and let 2 denote the family of all o-discrete mappings
from X to Y. Then the family 2 D <!>„
coincides with the family of all o-discrete Borel
mappings of class a, respectively a + 1, according as a is finite or infinite.
In particular, ifX is an absolutely analytic metric space and either X is metrisable
and 0-dimensional or Y is a locally convex topological linear space, then the above is
true without any reference to o-discrete mappings or the extension property.

Proof. We have already remarked (§ 1 and (5) of §2) that the class 2 (1 $„ is
contained in the family of all a-discrete Borel mappings of class a or a + 1,
depending on whether a is finite or infinite, respectively.
Conversely, for a = 1, the containment of the family of Borel mappings of
class 1 in the class 2 n d>jis precisely the content of Theorem 6. Thus, it follows

that 2 n 4>,= 2 n Of, and hence that 2 n $a = 2 n $* for 1 < a < w, by
the definition of these classes. The theorem now follows from Theorem 7.
The particular cases follow from the fact that whenever these conditions are
satisfied Y has the extension property for X (see [8, p. 57] and [10, p. 351])and
all Borel mappings are a-discrete [5, Theorem 3].
6. Extending Borel mappings. We apply the results of the preceding section to
prove some basic theorems on the extension properties of Borel mappings.
Theorem 9. Let X be a paracompact space, Y a complete metric space, and
f: A C X —*Y a o-discrete Borel mapping of class a, for some nonlimit ordinal a.
Then f can be extended to a Borel mapping /* : A* C X -» Y of class a such that

A* is of multiplicativeclass a + 1 in X(A C A*).
Proof. The proof will be by transfinite induction on the class of the mapping.
For a = 0, the theorem is a well-known property of continuous mappings [9, p.
422]. Hence let « = ß + 1 be a countable ordinal > 0 and suppose the theorem
is true for all (nonlimit) ordinals < a. Let d be a complete metric for Y, and let
h be an isometric embedding of (Y,d) into the Banach space (Y*,d*) of all
bounded continuous real-valued functions on Y, where d* is the metric derived
from the sup-norm. (See [8, pp. 63-64].) By a theorem of Arens [1], the Banach
space Y* has the extension property for the class of all paracompact (= fully
normal) spaces. Thus, by Theorems 5 and 6, the composite mapping h ° / (which
is a-discrete and of class a) is the limit of a sequence {/} of a-discrete mappings
of class ß. Now, by the induction hypothesis, each / can be extended to a
mapping/*: A* C X -* Y* of class ß, where A* contains A and is of multiplicative class ß + 1 = a in X. We now put A' = D A* (n = 1,2, • • • ), and denote

by C„pkthe set of all x E A' such that

d* ifn*ix),fi%ix)) < \/k

(n,p, and k = 1,2, • • • ).
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It follows (cf. the proof of Lemma 4 in §5) that Cnpkis of multiplicative class ß
in A'. Hence the set
00

00

00

a*= k—\n=\p=\
n u ng
is of multiplicative class ß + 2 = a + 1 in A'. Moreover, since it is clear that A'
is of multiplicative class a in X, it follows that A* is of multiplicative class a + 1
in A. We show that A* has the properties ascribed to it in the statement of the

theorem.
Observe first that x E A* if and only if the sequence {f*(x)) is Cauchy in Y*,
by the construction of A*, and hence {f*(x)} converges to some point f(x)
E y*; i.e., F° is the pointwise limit of the sequence (/*} on A*. It follows from
(5) of §2 that f°: A* -* Y* is a Borel mapping of class ß + 1 = a. Also, from
the fact that/ -» h ° /on A, we have A C A* and/0 | .4 = h ° f.
To complete the proof we need to have/"(^*) C Ä(y), which may not be the
case at present. However, since Y is isometrically embedded in Y*, h(Y) is
complete and hence closed in Y*. Consequently,/0_l(A(y)) is of multiplicative
class a in A*. Hence we may assume without loss that A C A* C f°~l(h(Y)). It
now follows that /* = h~l ° f : A* -» Y is of class a and extends / as required.
Remark. In the case when A is metrisable and Y is separable metric, Theorem
9 is known and due to Kuratowski [12]; where the theorem includes also the case
when a is a limit ordinal « co,). It is interesting to note that Kuratowski's proof
does not use transfinite induction (see [9, p. 434]), and this may account for his
inclusion (and our exclusion) of the case for limit ordinals. (Of course, our
Theorem 9 shows that a map of class X, for some limit ordinal X < co,, does
extend to a map of class X + 1 defined on a set of multiplicative class X + 2; but
whether or not these ordinals can be sharpened to X and X + 1, respectively, is
an open question.) What seems to be lacking in using transfinite induction, in the
case of a limit ordinal X, is a representation of maps of class X as limits of maps
of lower classes where the mode of convergence is stronger than that of pointwise
convergence. (We recall that the pointwise limit of a sequence of mappings of
classes < X may be of class X + 1 and not of class X by Theorem 7.) Now the
uniform limit of a sequence of mappings of classes < X is a map of class X, but
the converse is definitely not true (even for a-discrete mappings); which is

contrary to what was thought to be the case in [6] and the subsequent reference

to [6] in [14] (Theorem 16 on p. 64 of [6] is false). For example, if 77 C A is of
exact ambiguous class X in A and/: A -» {0,1} is the characteristic function for
77, then / is of class X but the only sequences of mappings which converge
uniformly to / (and take their values in {0,1)) are those which are eventually
equal to /
A further remark in connection with Theorem 9 relates to the question of
whether or not the extended mapping /* is a-discrete. In the case when A" is
metrisable the answer is affirmative, since we may first extend to A* C X (where
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X is the metric completion of X) and then restrict to A* n X; the mapping will
then be a-discrete by [5, Theorem 3 and §3.1]. The mapping will always be odiscrete if it is true that the pointwise limit of a sequence of a-discrete mappings
is a-discrete, but this too remains an open question.
Recall that if/is a bijection such that/is of class a and/"1 is of class ß, then
/ is said to be a generalized homeomorphism of class (a,ß) [9, p. 374]. For
a = ß = 0 this reduces to the usual notion of a homeomorphism. If both / and
/-1 are a-discrete, we will say that / is bi-o-discrete.
Theorem 9 enables us to prove the following generalization of the well-known
Lavrentiev theorem on extending homeomorphisms [9, p. 429].
Theorem 10. Let a and ß be two given nonlimit countable ordinals. Then any bi-odiscrete generalized homeomorphism of class (a, ß), between arbitrary subsets A and
B of complete metric spaces X and Y, can be extended to two subsets of classes
a + ß + 1 and ß + a + 1, respectively, such that the extension is also bi-o-discrete

and of class (a,ß).
Remark. For a = ß = 0 the theorem is well-known and due to Lavrentiev [9,
p. 429]. For higher classes in the case when X and Y are separable, the theorem

is due to Kuratowski [12], and our proof is a modification of his (cf. [9, p. 436]).
Proof. Let the mapping/satisfy the hypothesis for the spaces mentioned. Then,
by the preceding theorem, there exists an extension/* off, of class a, to a set A*
of multiplicative class a + 1 in X. Put I = {(x,y) | y = f*(x)}. Now let B*, g*,
and J have the same meaning with respect to g = /"'. By [5, Corollary to
Theorem 4, p. 163], I and / are of multiplicative classes a + 1 and ß + 1,
respectively, in X X Y. By Corollary 1 (§3), the complex mapping h: A* -* I
defined by h(x) = (x,f*(x)) is of class a, and so

h~x(J) = h~x(I D J) = {x E A* \ (x,f*(x)) = (g*(y),y) for some y E B*}
is of multiplicative class a + ß + 1 [9, Theorem 1, p. 376]. Similarly, we define

the complex mapping k: B* -* J by k(y) = (g*(y),y), and note that k~x(I)
= k~x(I n /) is of multiplicative class ß + a + 1. One now easily verifies that
/* | h~x(J) is a generalized homeomorphism of class (a,ß) onto k~x(I). Finally,
it is bi-a-discrete since it is defined between two absolute Borel spaces [5,
Theorem 3, p. 160].
Our final theorem answers a question of A. H. Stone [13, 7.1(b), p. 29] in the
case of a bi-a-discrete generalized homeomorphism.
Theorem 11. If A is absolutely Borel of multiplicative class a > 0 andf. A -» Y
is a generalized homeomorphism of class (a,ß) such that either f~x is o-discrete or
f(A) is absolutely analytic, then f (A) is absolutely Borel of multiplicative class ß + a
(a and ß are assumed to be nonlimit ordinals).

Proof. The hypothesis ensures that / is bi-a-discrete [5, Theorem 3]. We may,
of course, assume that Y is complete. Now, if in the proof of the preceding
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theorem we let A* = A and /* = / then one sees without difficulty that
h~l(J) = A and k~l(I) = f(A). Since k~l(I) is of multiplicative class ß + a
with respect to B* and B* is of multiplicative class ß + 1 in Y, it follows that f (A)
is absolutely Borel of multiplicative class ß + a.
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